Nuix eDiscovery
Powered by the patented Nuix Engine

“Nuix is a tool that brings sanity to the cost of eDiscovery
without sacrificing the quality courts demand.”
Craig Ball
Forensic Technology Specialist

Nuix can process, search and analyse vast quantities of unstructured data faster and
more reliably than any other technology on the market. We make the hard work of
eDiscovery and investigative search easier so you can meet deadlines, minimise risks
and mistakes, reduce costs and maintain a strategic advantage throughout litigation.

MAKE THE HARD WORK EASIER
Through relentless innovation, we have made Nuix the
industry’s leading platform for eDiscovery processing,
investigation and analysis. We offer a suite of integrated tools
and workflows to streamline eDiscovery across legal hold,
collection, processing, analysis, review and production.
With Nuix, you’re not restricted by the limitations of legacy tools
or confined to conventional ways of doing things. Join hundreds
of leading litigation support vendors, law firms, regulators,
government agencies and enterprises that use Nuix to make the
impossible possible.

Process more data, faster
In the time it takes other technologies to evaluate how
much case data you have, Nuix makes all relevant evidence
available for searching, analysis and review. This enables you
to meet court, regulator and client deadlines, make factbased decisions from the outset and maintain a leading edge
throughout litigation.

Ingest everything, even the most difficult data
Nuix indexes the complex data sources everyone else ignores
because they are ‘too hard’. We find and directly index the
contents of more than 400 file formats and storage containers
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hard drives and flash memory devices
Forensic images
File shares
Mobile devices
Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Notes and other email databases
Microsoft SharePoint
EMC EmailXtender, Symantec Enterprise Vault and other
email archives
• Cloud services including Amazon S3 Buckets, Microsoft
Office 365 email* and Microsoft SharePoint.
* Available with the Email Archive Examiner option.

POWERED BY THE NUIX ENGINE
Nuix’s patented parallel processing engine can index
virtually unlimited volumes of unstructured data at high
speed. The Nuix Engine’s forensic processing capabilities
have been validated by courts, government agencies and
corporations worldwide. It applies a unique combination
of load balancing, fault tolerance and intelligent
processing technologies to make any volume of data
accessible faster than every other solution on the market.

Nuix eDiscovery includes an easy-to-read dashboard that
displays project progress at a glance.

Work with data in place and on site
Nuix indexes data at the source and in place. You can
progress through collection, indexing, analysis and
review without having to copy data from location to
location or format to format. Nuix applications are
highly portable, so you can install them behind the
firewall and start processing within minutes.

Play it your way
Nuix eDiscovery gives you two ways to work with case
data using the Nuix Engine:
• Nuix Director, a new web application with
comprehensive reports, an easy-to-read dashboard
and automated, template-driven workflows. This
enables discovery analysts and technicians to
deliver consistent, repeatable and defensible results
with minimal training.
• Nuix Workstation, our traditional desktop
application for eDiscovery experts. It provides
direct, fine-grained control over all functions of the
Nuix Engine.

Deliver consistent results at a lower cost
Nuix Director enables your most skilled eDiscovery
practitioners to codify their knowledge into templates
and workflows for others to use. This means that
with minimal training, you can empower employees
to complete difficult eDiscovery tasks and achieve
consistent, audited and defensible results. This
improved ease of use and Nuix’s rapid data processing
help you reduce the cost of delivering eDiscovery
services to internal or external clients.
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More ways to work with your data
Nuix eDiscovery provides many ways to slice and dice data
so you can quickly locate and work with the relevant facts.
Nuix eDiscovery:

DIRECT YOUR eDISCOVERY PROCESS

• Provides powerful auto-classification, deduplication and
near-duplicate management to simplify searching and
minimise data sets.

Nuix Director is a web application that harnesses
the power of the Nuix Engine into a consistent,
repeatable and highly automated process.

• Exports into all major legal export formats and review
platforms, including Nuix subcases, Nuix eDiscovery
Reviewer and deep integration with kCura Relativity.

It encapsulates our experience working with
hundreds of law firms, litigation support vendors,
regulators, government agencies and enterprises
across tens of thousands of cases. It includes:

• Processes non-text PDFs and images with integrated
optical character recognition, and adds recognised text
to the index in a single step.

• A web interface—Provide an easy-to-use interface
for eDiscovery professionals and access for
customers without having to install client software.

• Summarises data using interactive graphical displays
and visual analytics that make it easy to drill down to the
most pertinent information.

• Process automation—Enforce workflows and
settings to ensure each data source and item is
treated consistently, minimising the risk of
human error.

Simple licensing
Nuix eDiscovery is available as a single product with
advanced capabilities – including auto-classification –
in one licence price. You simply select the number of
processors to suit the processing speed and case size that
meets your needs.

• Workflow templates—Adjust processing tasks
and settings to suit different cases and customer
requirements.
• Comprehensive reports—Summarise each aspect
of your eDiscovery workflow in comprehensive
reports for customers, managers and courts.

A partner for the future
Nuix is invested in your success. We listen to our customers
and deliver new products and technologies that solve
your biggest eDiscovery challenges. If you need us, our
experienced support team is ready to go above and beyond
to remove any obstacle to your success.

• An easy-to-read dashboard—Visualise the
progress of your eDiscovery projects at a glance
and drill down to reveal the intricate details.

NUMBER OF
CORES1

INSTALLED ON

TYPICAL PROCESSING
SPEEDS2

RECOMMENDED CASE SIZE3

2

Basic laptop or desktop

10 GB/hr

Up to 250 GB

2

Basic server

20 GB/hr

Up to 500 GB

4

High-end laptop or desktop

20 GB/hr

250 to 500 GB

4

High-end server

45 GB/hr

500 GB to 1 TB

8

High-end server

65 GB/hr

1 to 3 TB

16

High-end server

85 GB/hr

More than 3 TB

1 Processor cores within a single PC or server. Multi-server solutions are available for larger case sizes and faster processing.
2 Processing times are for email stored in PST files. Performance may be different for other formats.
3 Recommended case size is based on indexing times as well as search, analysis and export performance for the volume of data.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
With Nuix eDiscovery, you can:
• Complete eDiscovery tasks faster than you thought possible no matter how large
or complex the data sources.
• Maintain a strategic advantage throughout litigation. Walk into any courtroom or
pre-discovery conference with a comprehensive picture of the evidence and the
strongest possible bargaining position. In some major cases, parties have settled
once they learned the opposing side was planning to use Nuix for eDiscovery.
• Mitigate risks by ensuring a consistent, repeatable and defensible eDiscovery
process across each item and data source.
• Reduce costs across the eDiscovery lifecycle with fast processing, sophisticated
culling, streamlined processes and less reliance on highly skilled professionals.
• Leverage the knowledge of your eDiscovery experts to create templates and
workflows that everyone can use to complete repetitive tasks.

NUIX eDISCOVERY SOLUTIONS
Nuix’s eDiscovery solutions deliver the power of the Nuix Engine throughout the
litigation process – and beyond.

Nuix eDiscovery

The world’s fastest and most scalable
electronic discovery platform, Nuix eDiscovery
can process vast quantities of unstructured
data, in virtually any format and location.
You can choose a desktop application for
eDiscovery experts and a web application for
automating workflows.

Nuix eDiscovery Reviewer

Enable multiple reviewers to concurrently access
and analyse all case data in house or using
secure web-based remote access, with a choice
of legal review or investigative interfaces.

Nuix Collection

A powerful, easy-to-use and forensically
sound suite of tools to identify, collect and
preserve any amount of digital evidence
from laptops, desktops, file shares and
Microsoft SharePoint.

Nuix Legal Hold

A fast, efficient and defensible system
for legal hold notification and compliance
tracking.

Nuix Contract Discovery

Nuix Director applies a
step-by step workflow
from ingestion to export.

Identify rogue contracts stored in file
shares, email and other storage locations
across your organisation.

Proof Finder

A made-for-charity product that delivers
the power of Nuix for just US$100 per year,
with all revenue going to not-for-profit
organisation Room to Read.

Information Governance solutions

For organisations looking to move beyond
reactive eDiscovery, Nuix Information
Governance solutions enable you to
make informed governance decisions by
delivering Information Transparency™.

ABOUT NUIX
Nuix is a worldwide provider of information management technologies, including eDiscovery, electronic
investigation and information governance software. Nuix customers include the world’s leading advisory
firms, litigation support providers, enterprises, government departments, law enforcement agencies,
and all of the world’s major corporate regulatory bodies.
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